


ANTHONY CHAN SAI WENG
Born in 1950 in Penang, this self-taught
abstract artist is a favourite of collectors
throughout the world. Inspired by nature
and her beauty, Anthony captures the
essence of his homeland through his
abstract delights. His paintings are
infused with vibrant energy, allowing you
to see something new each time.
Working in acrylic and oil on canvas, his
career has spanned generations,
attracting collectors. His reach has
extended across continents inspiring the
former President of France, Francois
Mitterrand, to include Anthony’s work in
his collection.

Artist Statement
With a career spanning over five
decades in the arts, I wanted to
showcase a selection of some of my
best works in this exhibition; artworks
that reflect my standpoint as an artist
and how I endeavour to capture the
beauty of nature in all its forms and
colours.

Each piece is not painted in situ.
Instead, they are reproduced through
my memories, feelings, thoughts,
experiences and imagination, and
painted spontaneously and intuitively.
The colour variation reflects the
different cycles and times of the day,
and also, the various moods and
velocities. The moment I aim to
capture in each painting is one that is
always in motion.

I hope the outcome of my creative
expressions will encourage viewers to
make their own personal, spiritual and
emotional associations. Even when
you see the same painting several
times, I hope you will see something
different each time.





From A Distance #49
Acrylic and Oil on Canvas
84 x 137 cm
RM 85,000
2005

From A Distance #48
Acrylic and Oil on Canvas
84 x 137 cm
RM 85,000
2005

Langkawi Geopark #32
Oil on Canvas
129 x 190 cm
RM 170,000
2008



Nature's Rhapsody #105
Acrylic and Oil on Canvas
196 x 183 cm
RM 160,000
1996

Langkawi Geopark #22
Oil on Canvas
84 x 137 cm
RM 85,000
2007



From My World To Yours
#83
Oil on Canvas
66 x 58 cm
RM 28,000
2017

From My World To Yours
#88
Oil on Canvas
47 x 47 cm
RM 18,000
2017

From My World To Yours
#47
Oil on Canvas
66 x 66 cm
RM 30,000
2014



Passing Through #40
Oil on Canvas
122 x 205 cm
RM 175,000
2022



Connect with us
Instagram/Facebook/Twitter: zhanartspace
E-mail: info@zhanart.my
www.zhanartspace.my
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